**RE: Form MD-1**

The Department’s Pesticide Regulation Section has recently received a copy of a WDI Inspection Report (Form MD-1) that has been altered. Please be advised, Section 15.05.01.14 B. of the Regulations Pertaining to the Pesticide Applicator’s Law requires Form MD-1 to be completed in conjunction with all WDI inspections performed as part of a real estate transaction. This form is available on our website and cannot be altered. The Pesticide Regulation Section has not adopted the changes made by the National Pest Management Association to Form NPMA-33. The updated NPMA form has been under review by PRS Staff. While PRS may include some of the changes, we will not be adopting the updated form as written.

Again, all WDI inspections performed as part of a real estate transaction requires the Inspector/Technician to use Form MD-1. Failure to use Form MD-1 is a violation of the Regulations and will result in an enforcement action. Using an altered MD-1 is considered false and fraudulent and will result in an automatic civil penalty and could result in the suspension or revocation of your Maryland Pesticide Business License, Applicator/Consultant certificate or Registered Employee status.

If there are any questions or if you need a current copy of Form MD-1, contact the Department’s Pesticide Regulation Section at 410-841-5710 or pest.reg@maryland.gov.